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Abstract 
This paper presents the architecture of a universal conceptual data modeling language, Datish, with the 
aim of enabling anyone to model anything. Although there are many conceptual modeling languages, 
there was no language that could model a wide range of domains and at the same time be used by diverse 
audiences, including the general public. In this paper, we present the motivation, theoretical 
foundations, and the architecture of such language, Datish. We then illustrate its use in a real-world 
scenario. We conclude by discussing promising avenues for future conceptual modeling research using 
Datish. 
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1. Introduction

Conceptual models are formal or semi-formal representations that support information 
technology (IT) development and use. The conceptual modeling community commonly assumes 
that “there is no universal [conceptual modeling] approach and no universal language” because 
of the wide variation of modeling needs [1, p. 2]. The broadening of modeling to wider audiences 
and increased need to simultaneously model different systems and domains, motivates us to 
rethink this assumption.  

Recently universal conceptual modeling – inclusive modeling of anything by anyone - has 
attracted increased attention. Notably, principles of universal conceptual modeling have been 
proposed [2] and a vision for inclusive conceptual modeling has been formulated [3]. Consistent 
with these ideas, this paper (1) considers the opportunities and challenges of a universal 
conceptual modeling language, and (2) proposes the architecture of a new conceptual data 
modeling language Datish (as in English or Spanish).  

The explicit aim of Datish is to be usable in any situation and by anyone. A conceptual data 
model (data model for short), as a type of conceptual model, is a representation of form and 
structure of a domain to facilitate data collection, storage, retrieval, and interpretation [4], [5]. 
Popular graphical data models, such as ER diagrams or UML class diagrams, are particularly 
valuable for database design and for understanding the relevant things in a domain [6]–[8]. 
Despite the many data modeling languages created since the 1970s, none are at the same time 
general-purpose and usable by anyone. All have limitations on the types of rules they can model 
and/or target more seasoned modelers. With Datish, we explicitly seek to attain both.  

Datish addresses several challenges noted by researchers and practitioners [2], [6], [8]–[10]. 
There is a growing need for conceptual models of a variety of systems by an ever-expanding 
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cohort of modelers (e.g., end users, novices, users with disabilities). The new Datish language can 
also offer additional support in more novel systems development scenarios cases (e.g., when 
building social media or AI systems or selecting a NoSQL database technology). Having a common 
language should promote communication and mutual understanding among different 
stakeholders and facilitate an integrated use of IT and data.  

The aim of Datish is to be accessible to as many users as possible, while permitting modeling 
of any domain (albeit at a medium-to-high level of abstraction). Datish can be used on its own or 
with existing (more specialized) conceptual modeling languages when more nuanced rules are 
needed. Datish can also be extended to permit more granular modeling for specialized uses. The 
remainder of this paper provides our motivation for a universal conceptual modeling language 
generally, presents the architecture of Datish, and illustrates its use. 

2. Background: Motivation and review of relevant work

There is a wide array of benefits of universal conceptual modeling, given the broad range of 
possible applications and users [2], [11]. We briefly summarize the key arguments that are 
relevant for our aims (for details, see [2], [3], [11]).   

Modeling for everyone. An important societal trend is involvement of ordinary people, such as 
non-IT employees or members of the public, in data modeling tasks. Research following this trend 
suggests traditional modeling approaches struggle to support non-IT experts [9]. Existing 
languages are quite complex and often difficult to comprehend [12], [13]. It would be useful to 
filter out non-core elements in a complex language, as the presence of more advanced features 
(e.g., participation cardinality) has been shown to impede domain understanding, especially by 
modeling novices [9].  

Modeling emerging systems and domains. Practitioners struggle to use conceptual modeling to 
support emerging applications such as artificial intelligence applications, social media, NoSQL, 
and data lakes [14]–[16]. Many popular approaches to development, such as Agile or DevOps, 
routinely forgo formal specification [17]. Informal and lightweight modeling can better support 
these practices [18].  

Broader systems and data integration. Many modern technologies are used together and 
integrated (e.g., AI-based ad recommendations on a social media platform powered by a highly 
scalable distributed database storage and computational technology). A language capable of 
modeling different domains at the same time could be especially valuable for systems that 
integrate data across an organization.  

These challenges can be potentially addressed with a more flexible and universally accessible 
conceptual modeling language. We believe such universal modeling language is feasible for 
several reasons. First, similar precedents for a universal language exist in the field of computing, 
such as binary and assembly code. In databases, SQL has been a universal language for querying 
databases that has remained dominant even after the emergence of NoSQL. Second, a modeling 
language manifests principles of communication, language, and design [2]. There is considerable 
commonality in how humans represent reality, thus making it possible to model diverse, complex, 
and emerging systems and domains for various people. 

A universal language model should enable anyone to model anything. Existing approaches to 
conceptual modeling struggle to satisfy these requirements at the same time. Several established 
conceptual data modeling languages are used for a wide range of applications, e.g., the ER model 
and UML class diagrams are de facto standards for relational database design and software 
engineering, respectively. Extensions of these languages make them more expressive (e.g., 
extended ER model, [19]) and their semantics more precise (e.g., OntoUML, [20]) and accessible 
(e.g., ConML, [21]). Building on these, other wide-applicability efforts include enterprise 
modeling languages, such as Domain Modelling [22], ArchiMate [23] or SysML [24].  

Despite their wide applicability, established languages do not meet our requirements for a 
universal language. First, they have known limitations for some modeling tasks. Notably, a 
common feature of these languages is requiring or encouraging objects to be members of 



predefined entity types or classes (i.e., inherent classification [25]). This makes it especially 
challenging to use these languages to support evolving requirements and heterogeneous data in 
artificial intelligence, analytics, social media, and NoSQL contexts [15], [26]–[28].  

Second, these languages are geared toward a technical audience (cf. ConML, [21]), and not 
intended for complete novices and members of the public. Some even presuppose highly 
advanced technical skills (e.g., [22]). Similarly, most of these languages are quite complex, making 
their learning and use curve steep for non-expert modelers.  

Flexible language efforts include frameworks, such as RDF, Petri nets, graph models and their 
extensions (e.g., HERAKLIT [29]). While applicable to many applications, these approaches do not 
consider broad audiences and cater to seasoned developers. Also, it is questionable whether the 
extreme flexibility of, for example, RDF results in excessive construct overload (e.g., when the 
same element can be used for modeling individuals and categories).  

Efforts to make conceptual modeling more accessible to less technical users include ConML 
[21] and FlexiSketch [30], which enable modeling to have new uses and users. However, they 
have notable restrictions: the discussed inherent classification assumption of ConML and the 
visual forms focus of FlexiSketch. They also cater to modelers with some experience. For example, 
the “target users of FlexiSketch are: (i) software or systems engineers who create sketches during 
a system development project and (ii) requirements engineers (business analysts) who use 
sketches to create and communicate requirements” [30, p. 1513].  

3. Datish grammar: Constructs and the rule 

We develop Datish as an explicitly general-purpose language with the specific aim to be usable 
for anyone, including domain novices and experts. It is medium-agnostic and thus, can be realized 
in many forms (e.g., visual, sound, text), hence, better supporting users with sensory impairments 
(e.g., blind). To achieve these properties of the language, we implement the Principles of Universal 
Conceptual Modeling (UCM) [2]. The five principles of flexibility, accessibility, minimalism, 
primitivism, and modularity provide the foundation for the development of the Datish, and our 
strategy is to consider all principles together. 

Based on the principles of modularity, minimalism, and primitivism, Datish has Formative and 
Structural Modules. The Formative Module shapes the form of the language and is comprised of 
two constructs - object and description - and a single rule. This is the simplest possible 
architecture for a language, and a strong adherence to the minimalism principle: any grammar 
being a conceptual system must have at least two logically connected components [31]. While it 
is possible to have valid Datish models using only the constructs from the Formative Module, for 
practical purposes, constructs from the Structural Module will likely be necessary. These 
constructs include individuals, categories, and relationships. 

Construct 1: Object. The core construct of Datish is object. This choice was the outcome of a 
broad search across diverse interdisciplinary literature and simultaneous consideration of 
different UCM principles.  

General ontology is a branch of philosophy that studies what exists in reality. Ontological 
theories have generally pursued two major approaches: substance and process. In substance 
ontology, the principal unit of reality is some atomic unit or substance [32], [33]. In process 
ontologies, events are the fundamental elements of reality, either on par with substances or 
superseding substances [34]–[36].  

By far the most common philosophical approach is the ontology of substance [34], which holds 
that the basic element of being is what is referred to as entity, object, thing, or substance. Some 
consider these terms synonymous. Halpin [37, p. 4], for example, defines object as “any individual 
thing of interest.” Others suggest there are nuanced differences; for example,  Bunge [38, p. 294] 
defines thing as “an object other than construct [i.e., product of thought, such as idea or concept].”  

Conceptual modeling widely uses object as a key modeling construct. Object has been a core 
construct in conceptual modeling languages (e.g., UML, ORM and OASIS) [37], [39], [40]. The 
concept is important in systems development more broadly (as in object-oriented analysis and 



object-oriented programming). Object is a foundational notion in a number of ontologies, such as 
UFO [41], [42], BFO [43], Object-oriented ontology [44], systems ontology [45], [46]. 

We now synthesize the substance view of object with the process philosophy. Although Datish 
is a modeling language for structure and form (rather than dynamics and flow), support for 
process modeling is desirable, as processes are intrinsically intertwined with substances. This is 
guided by the flexibility, accessibility and ubiquity principles. Process is a common way to model 
reality. The more Datish can support this modeling, the more flexibility and universality is 
attained. 

An approach we take follows two philosophical positions. First, there are philosophies that 
claim that an absolute philosophical primitive is necessary to have a unified view of reality. This 
motivation is especially consistent with the requirements for Datish. An embodiment of this 
approach is a recent revision of Bunge’s ontology [46]. In his later writings, Bunge proposed an 
“absolute primitive” notion of “object,” Namely, “[w]hatever can exist, be thought about, talked 
about, or acted upon” [38, p. 199].  

Second, while Bunge does not address the relationship between process and substance in the 
unified notion of object, several promising attempts have been made to show how, by modeling 
objects, one can also capture domain dynamics in a more process-faithful manner. The Unified 
Foundational Ontology (UFO), for example, proposes to consider events to be entities, such as 
“act of music composition”, “marriage event” [47], [48]. This view is also consistent with Object-
oriented ontology [44], which considers events such as “fight” or “leaves turning green” as 
objects. Hence, object-events can have properties [44]. This position is compatible with the 
modeling practice of reified relationships [48], [49] and some graph databases (e.g., Neo4J). Based 
on the principles of flexibility and commonality, Datish objects can be used to represent events.  

Common among both process and substance ontologies is the belief that things, objects, or 
entities can be uniquely identified; that is, being recognized as unique and different from other 
objects. No two objects are the same [33]. By synthesizing the above perspectives on the nature 
of objects we provide the following definition: 

Definition 1 - Object: An object is anything that can exist, be thought about, talked about, or 
acted upon, and be distinguished from other objects.  

This general approach permits an object to be anything- a concrete entity, such as a chair, an 
idea of a perfect capitalist market, a process of creating a work of art, an association between two 
people, as well as a group of celestial bodies under the label “planet.” Furthermore, in different 
domains, especially in science, the ambiguity of the object notion is desirable. For example, in 
biology, it is not clear whether some objects (e.g., species) are individuals or categories.  Hence, 
object is a suitable foundational construct for the language like Datish. 

Construct 2: Description. To be useful, an object in a model needs to carry some information. 
This is needed for the user of the model to understand what object is being represented and from 
what perspective. An object, therefore, needs to be expressed with some additional information. 
We call this a description.  

Definition 2 – Description: Description is a statement that communicates some relevant 
aspect(s) of an object by any linguistic or extra-linguistic means. 

A description does not require any specific form (since Datish is agnostic of the medium). 
Instead, we suggest for Datish to have patterns of object descriptions. These patterns are templates 
that optionally “specialize” the description construct of Datish based on modeling needs. Below, 
we suggest several such patterns.  

Identifier. As Definition 1 suggests, identity is an essential element of the object construct. 
Identity can be realized as unique identifiers, which can be local or global in scope [50]. These can 
be names, numbers, or textual descriptions. They can also take more advanced forms, such as 
hashes, QR-codes, URLs, RFIDs, or digital signatures. Note, by itself, an identifier only permits 
distinguishing among objects. Ideally, an identifier should point to additional description (e.g., a 
URL to the contents of a webpage).  

Attributes. Objects are commonly understood as bundles or collections of properties or 
attributes. For example, attributes are often understood as characteristics or features of an object 



used to identify or categorize it (e.g., color, shape, and size) [51]. Commonly, objects can be 
described using a list of their applicable attributes.  

Text. Objects can be described using more complex linguistic structures. These permit the 
depiction of complex relationships among the attributes. For example, “the underdog election 
winner (the object) challenged all the norms of political behavior” is a complex association 
between the attributes of the object and the beliefs and norms set in the broader community. To 
understand an object, it is sometimes necessary to position it within a broader context, so even 
richer descriptions are necessary. For example, sikuaq is a particular type of thin ice in the 
Inuktitut language. To understand its nature, a richer textual description of the culture of the Inuit 
in Canada is necessary. Importantly, it would be challenging to convey the richness, subtlety, and 
nuances of some objects by using a list of attributes alone. 

Multimedia. Objects can be described by unwritten means. These include images, videos, 
sounds, smells, and other sources of sensory experience.  Indeed, research in conceptual 
modeling has already begun considering multimedia forms, such as symbols, pictures and even 
virtual reality [52], [53].  

Additional patterns of the description may exist. For example, an extension to Datish could use 
attribute templates (e.g., type-date, number, text, possible default value, nulls allowance, 
changeable aspect, constant or variable, derived nature) for an application where the types and 
properties of attributes are important.  

In sum, to describe objects flexibly and inclusively, the conventional approach of using a list of 
attributes is not suitable for all possible situations. Hence, we adopt a novel use of description in 
conceptual modeling to include alternative forms a user may wish to use. The objective of the 
description is to convey something important about the particular object, especially if it enables 
distinguishing between one object and another. Finally, as an object by itself does not convey 
meaning, we introduce the only rule of Datish: 

Datish Rule. Object description: All objects must have a description. 
Taken together, the two constructs and the rule described above constitute the minimal 

elements of Datish grammar. It is conceivable to create Datish models consisting only of objects 
along with their descriptions. Such minimalism may be useful in cases where very little is known 
about the nature of these objects, or when showing their relationships may not be necessary.  

A given object may have multiple descriptions (which is especially valuable if these 
descriptions are coming from multiple users or are taken from multiple perspectives). A 
description may not be an accurate, complete, or true way of communicating information about 
an object. For this reason, objects cannot be reduced to their descriptions. Descriptions are 
mental constructs (in themselves, mental objects) created by modelers to communicate 
something of value about other objects of interest.  

Finally, a description of an object in one model can be modeled as an object in another model 
(which also implies it will need its own description). This can be particularly useful for capturing 
the provenance or metadata about the original description of the object.  

We assume every representation in Datish represents either an object or a description of an 
object. As data modeling deals with the form and structure of the domain, Datish provides 
additional constructs for structuring objects. Specifically, all additional constructs in Datish are 
types of objects (which also implies they must abide by the Rule; they need to have a description). 

Construct 3: Individual. A fundamental approach for capturing the structure of a domain is 
in terms of individual or groups of individuals. Most existing conceptual modeling languages draw 
a distinction between particulars and universals, also known as individuals and categories, or 
instances and classes, respectively. At the same time, conceptual modeling traditionally focused 
on representing universals or categories, under the “assumption of inherent classification” [25], 
[54]. The traditional approach to modeling underrepresents the essential role of individuals in 
reality and for modeling reality [15], [27]. In many philosophies, the world is made of unique 
individuals, or things (atomic or complex). For example, according to Bunge things (e.g., specific 
planets, birds, trees, atoms) are the primary constituents of reality [33]. In contrast, some 
categories are secondary, in that humans use the categories to group existing things with common 
attributes (i.e., category of planet, bird, tree, atom).  



Individuals matter even in cases where categories may come before an instance. Hence when 
dealing with social reality where categories are typically created before individual objects, once 
instances of the social categories are created they can take on their own existence [55]. For 
example, in the late 1970s the conceptual modeling community decided to create a new category: 
“Conference on Conceptual Modeling” [56].  Initially, it was merely a mental idea that lacked 
specific members. Yet, since 1979, the conferences, which became known as ER, have been held 
annually [56]. Each such conference is itself an object, with unique properties (descriptions), 
somewhat different from those of other conferences.  

Reasoning with individual objects is important for human cognition. While people 
experience continuous sensory input (e.g., light falling on retina, sound waves), they invariably 
transform their sense data into distinct mental objects [57]. Instances are important for 
everyday naïve thinking about reality. In day-to-day life, the level that is naturally accessible to 
humans is that of “middle-sized” objects - those that can be “picked out using unaided human 
sensory capacities” [58, p. 1], such as trees, animals, or rocks [10], [15]. 

Leveraging these ontological and cognitive benefits, representation of individuals is 
widespread in mathematics, logic, and computing. In logic, including predicate calculus and 
extensional logic, individuals can be directly modeled [59], [60].  Datish has a direct support for 
representing individuals, irrespective of whether they are members of predefined categories.  

Definition 3 - Individual: Any specific, singular object, abstract or concrete. 
Construct 4: Category. Categories (or concepts) organize individual objects into groups based 
on similarity of their features or common patterns of use. In the ontological view that the world 
is made of substantial (concrete, material, physical) individuals, a category is a non-essential 
and observer-dependent construct [33]. However, conceptual modeling is a social activity, 
performed mainly by human beings [61]. Humans create categories  to group concrete objects 
in useful ways. In many  scenarios, humans think more in terms of categories than individual 
objects – “humans are compulsive classifiers” [62], [63]. Classification is central to human 
perception, memory, reasoning, problem-solving and communication [64], [65]. Furthermore, 
in social domains, categories are typically created  before any individual members of the 
categories exist [50], [55], [61], [66].  Categorization is a vital cognitive mechanism  to manage 
the infinite diversity of stimuli in the real world. Categories capture the similarity among the 
objects, thereby allowing these objects to be conceptualized and treated in a similar manner. 
For example, it may be more efficient to refer to all objects having certain common attributes as 
“birds”, thereby eliminating redundant descriptions of their shared attributes.  
The use of categories also permits “completely” representing domains [15], in that they 
capture generalizations and abstractions over the “infinitely” diverse individuals. Having a 
“complete” specification is an important outcome of conceptual modeling [67], [68]. Similarly, 
categories can group not only individual objects, but other categories, forming hierarchies (e.g., 
robins, birds, animals). It is impossible to convey domain boundaries and attain the desired 
level of domain completeness and structuring with individual objects alone. We, thus, propose 
category as a Datish construct: 

Definition 4 - Category: A collection of individual objects or other categories having 
common characteristics. 

Construct 5: Relationship. The principle of minimalism dictates having only essential 
constructs in Datish. However, a modeler might need to create relationships between multiple 
individual objects and categories. Furthermore, there can be more than one object in a Datish 
model, so it is useful to show how these objects are related. Finally, elaborating object 
relationships is essential for meaningful domain comprehension and learning since it organizes 
knowledge into coherent structures and integrates new information with prior knowledge [69]. 

Relationships are ontological primitives. Both in process and substance ontology, reality 
is based on interactions. This suggests that interaction is a fundamental way to describe 
the connections among objects. Not all objects interact or interact directly. Our inclusive 
definition of objects permits mental thoughts, concepts, and events and processes to be 
modeled as objects. None of these objects interact with each other, or other objects with mass, 
in the same manner as two physical objects (e.g., billiard balls) do. We assume concepts, and 
ideas (e.g., number “3” or 



“Anna Karenina”) do not themselves change since they, themselves, do not possess energy. They 
change when humans (and other sentient beings) think and communicate about these objects 
[55], [70], and affect physical objects, via, for example, linguistic declarations, such as commands 
and requests, or speech acts [55], [71], [72].  

Similarly, categories and other objects are related to one another in some way. For example, 
one concept can be a subtype of another (e.g., bird is a subtype of animal). These concepts are 
conceptually (or logically) linked via a “type of” relationship. In other words, categories can be 
related to categories, as well as to individuals. 

Hence, a notion applicable to all objects is a broad concept of relationship, which includes both 
physical interaction and conceptual linkages among concepts. We thus define a relationship as 
follows. 

Definition 5 – Relationship: A representation of a physical interaction or conceptual 
connection among one or more objects.  

We can now clarify some important implementation choices when using Datish. First, all 
constructs in a Datish model are objects and must have a description. However, this rule is 
agnostic of the exact nature of the description. In the simplest case, giving a category name is 
sufficient to satisfy this rule. The length, form and presentation of the description may vary 
depending on the purpose of the modeling.  

 Datish views category differently than most existing conceptual modeling languages. Nearly 
all conceptual modeling languages manifest the principle of “inherent classification,” whereby 
individual objects are represented as members of categories (or, classes, entity types) [7], [73], 
[74]. In its strong form, the principle states that “specific things in the domain of interest (entities, 
objects, etc.) can be referred to only as instances of classes (variously referred to as entity types, 
categories, kinds)” [25, p. 229]. The best-known example is an entity-relationship model [75]. A 
weaker form of this principle is that an object may not be constrained to have only the attributes 
of its category (i.e., it may have additional, unique attributes), but the category remains the most 
common way of modeling domains (e.g., ArchiMate).  

In Datish, category serves two objectives, consistent with the cognitive benefits of 
classification and their role in creation of social reality. First, a category is cognitive tool, a 
convenient shortcut that eliminates the need for lengthy and repetitive descriptions. Second, a 
category is an object in a Datish model that can be used when no members of category yet exist. 
Hence, categories in Datish are much more flexible, but also inclusive of their use in traditional 
conceptual modeling. To enable this flexibility, in Datish it is possible to model categories first, 
and insist on objects always being members of categories. Furthermore, objects do not have to be 
members of any given category or can be members of multiple categories. For example, the same 
object may be simultaneously a member of the category student as well as employee. These 
variations become modeling choices based on the semantics of a domain. We additionally 
recommend documenting this choice (e.g., via a simple explanatory note, leveraging the flexibility 
of the description construct).  

Each approach – objects being dependent upon or independent of categories - can be beneficial 
in different scenarios. When domain rules are well-established, and objects share strong 
similarity with one another, it may be advantageous to treat them as members of predefined 
categories. In contrast, in domains characterized by high heterogeneity, it is prudent to model 
objects independently or somewhat independently of the categories to which they may belong.  

Furthermore, categories need not be homogeneous. This is consistent with both the flexibility 
and ubiquity principles. Natural categories are often heterogeneous [76]. For example, the 
category “bird” has very diverse members, including birds that do not fly. Similarly, some 
categories are best described by their exemplars. The category “game” is famous for lacking 
specific necessary and sufficient conditions (as famously argued by the philosopher Ludwig 
Wittgenstein). Having a flexible and rich apparatus for describing categories is therefore essential 
to ensure the nature of categories is well communicated when necessary. Additionally, we 
provide several suggested approaches for visually depicting homogeneous versus heterogeneous 
categories below. Emphasizing the way Datish views categories, we introduce two 
implementation notes: 



Datish Note 1 - Object-category: An object may be a member of one or more categories or 
exist independently of any categories.  

Datish Note 2 - Category-object: A category may or may not have defined members (objects); 
objects-members of category may or may not have the same description (e.g., share all attributes). 

Having only five constructs in the modeling toolkit, along with a single rule, offers a great deal 
of flexibility. At the same time, this grammar enables the modeling of a wide variety of scenarios, 
domains, and systems.  

The descriptions attached to all objects can be simple or complex, depending on the purpose 
of the modeling. The description need not be next to the object and can be in a separate section 
of a diagram (as common in architectural blueprints) or another representation [77], to permit 
longer descriptions. 

The specific ways to arrange or express these constructs may vary. It is feasible that some 
organizations’ analysts may customize their own styles or introduce situational or systematic 
constraints upon the usage of these constructs [78]. For example, some projects may insist on 
always modeling objects independent of categories; other projects may stipulate that every object 
must have a unique identifier attached. The flexibility of Datish explicitly enables and encourages 
these local choices. Extensions upon the core of Datish are also encouraged, especially when the 
language is used by more technical teams. In such cases additional rules and abstractions familiar 
to these users (e.g., cardinality) may be introduced.  

4. Illustrative application

Datish does not insist on a particular way to graphically depict its constructs. Indeed, we 
encourage the exploration of different approaches, as well as different presentation mediums 
(not only paper, but multimedia and interactive virtual environments). To enable exploration of 
Datish, we suggest a visual notation for Datish based on a two-dimensional format (further 
discussed below). Figure 1 shows the symbols we deem consistent with the principles of 
universal conceptual modeling, with some rationale for why the symbols were chosen. 

Description Graphical representation 

Object 
shown as cloud (universal 
symbol) with a simple 
description 

Individual Object 

shown as filled circle (universal 
symbol) with name, and 
attributes 

Individual Object 

shown using multimedia (e.g., 
video, image) either in the 
diagram or in the object 
description section 

Object: X56Z5 

Relationship 

shown as lines or arrows (both 
universal shapes) 

Homogeneous and 
heterogeneous categories 

shown as square (a universal 
shape) 

heterogeneous categories can 
be shown as squares  
with distinct members (or can 
be described in a textual 
narrative) 

Figure 1: Illustrative visual representations of object and description 

ID: X56Z5 
Bird 
Blue beak 
Crane-like 

Barack Obama 

Gulf of Mexico Oil Spill

Yair Wand 

Ron Weber 

US Supreme Court 
Court 

Supreme Court of Virginia 

Small Claims 

ID: X56Z5 

customer 



Depending on the modeling objectives, description of objects, categories and relationships can 
be represented with greater or lesser formality and greater or lesser consistency. For example, if 
Datish is used to model relational databases, descriptions can be lists of attributes, and the unique 
identifier is unnecessary. If such lists are short, attributes are best shown together with the 
objects. In contrast, when modeling heterogeneous data to be ingested by a data lake, descriptions 
may be shown in a separate description section as lists of attributes, representative multimedia, 
or narratives.   

We illustrate the use of Datish in a real-world restaurant modeling case. We model these 
requirements with Datish (Figure 2). The restaurant domain is suitable for this illustration 
because it is simple enough to understand, yet as we show, to model the real-world complexity of 
this domain, we need a flexible language such as Datish to capture this complexity.  

Dante Lake is the owner of a restaurant chain called Deats (all names in the case are 
pseudonyms). Deats serves menu items following recipes with specially sourced local 
ingredients. Among the employees, Dante employs cooks in restaurants, and utilizes a third-party 
delivery service, YourDoor, to bring items to customers’ homes.  

Dante is a data-driven decision-maker and relies on data to make employee performance, food 
quality, and menu selection decisions. Dante uses several databases to manage the restaurants, 
including a data lake. These databases store data about employees, items, recipes, ingredients, 
and orders. Dante uses IoT sensors and their data streams (e.g., log files) to ensure health code 
compliance on ingredient storage and preparation, including tracking temperature and humidity. 
Dante also uses data from YourDoor, which provides data via an API in JSON format to its clients. 
Last, Dante monitors social media opinions of restaurants and uses data from the popular review 
site Yum, which also utilizes JSON to make data available.  

There are several locations of Deats, captured by the homogenous category Restaurant that 
has a standardized description. Dante also hires employees to work at the restaurants but wishes 
to record idiosyncratic information about them. The Employee heterogeneous category reflects 
this. Notice how Stefano is an individual object and one of a kind. Stefano is the head chef for all 
restaurants, but also an employee who supervises cooks and invents items. Stefano is one of the 
key reasons for the success of the restaurant, as he, together with his wife, Gina, scout local 
organic farms and develops the award-winning unique recipes that the customers love so much. 
Gina is not an employee of a restaurant but has an influence over its operations and occasionally 
leaves digital traces in her opinions about the meals and modification suggestions.  

At the restaurants, cooks prepare items for orders using ingredients that should comply with 
safety. Safety is a heterogeneous category as different ingredients have varying safety 
requirements that are based on local and regional public health policies for each Deats location, 
furthermore special one-off safety rules also exist. Safety includes parameters such as 
Temperature and Humidity but might also specify other, idiosyncratic requirements. Customers 
can place delivery or Dine-in orders. Delivery orders are handled by a delivery service (currently 
YourDoor) that delivers the orders to customers. Customers’ descriptions might be tied to 
Reviews provided by Yum or they may remain independent. We also note the social network of 
the customers (made of social media connections, friends, family, online influences). It is not 
modeled in detail, as its complexity exceeds the scope of modeling, but showing it indicates an 
important source of the influence on customer’s behavior and perceptions of meals and service.  

This illustration in a very simple domain shows that modeling the real world is complex, 
nuanced, and messy. At times, individual people are the linchpins of operation, and their 
oversized role must be captured in the model. In addition, some suspected influences (such as 
social networks) are based on crude assumptions, to be evaluated with more data later. Some 
categories in the domain are uniform, whereas others are heterogeneous and focal individual 
instances of these objects are important to represent. Datish is capable of capturing and 
representing these nuances.  
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Figure 2: Datish script of the restaurant scenario 

5. Discussion and outlook for the future

We argue for the need of a universal language for conceptual modeling and propose Datish to be 
such language. Datish is based on a set of principles derived from multiple disciplines and is 
intended to be useful for modeling “anything, anytime by anybody,” reflecting the need for new 
types of users to be engaged in conceptual modeling and flexible language use. A sample visual 
representation was presented to illustrate how Datish can be used.  

By design, Datish is intended to be lightweight and accessible, yet also expressive. With Datish 
users can model many rules, supported by the flexible and modular language design. It is even 
possible to model more advanced rules (e.g., cardinality as descriptions of relationships). 
However, in its basic form Datish only insists on the constructs and the rule that the general 
audiences can understand.  

Although we presented a possible visual notation for Datish, it is not intended to be final or 
definitive. Just as Datish constructs are explicitly grounded in the theoretical principles of 
universal conceptual modeling, similar attention is required to develop Datish visual notations. 
These need to be grounded in relevant foundations of visual notation development (e.g., Moody 
[79]), and be rigorously empirically evaluated [80], including by considering different design 
alternatives [81].  

Furthermore, visual is only one of the modalities. Datish is medium-agnostic and future efforts 
are needed to develop additional ways of representing Datish (e.g., sound, text). This is especially 
important for supporting users with impairments. As with visual notations, additional modalities 
require rigorous development and evaluation. Future research could help to refine and develop 
the visual, auditory, and other modality symbols of Datish as well as to apply it to a large set of 
modeling applications in various domains. Future work can also consider using artificial 
intelligence to generate and parse Datish scripts. For example, advanced natural language and 
computer vision techniques could be applied to descriptions to parse the semantics of Datish 
automatically.  

Another important area for future research is the development of methods for using Datish. 
Datish is inherently flexible, so future research can provide more explicit rules for how to use the 
language in specific modeling scenarios. One opportunity is to use Datish for lightweight and 



informal modeling in Agile and DevOps settings. Alternatively, in cases where requirements are 
stable, well understood and agreed upon, Datish may be used in a traditional way (e.g., to support 
relational database design by focusing on category, relationship and description using attributes). 

Finally, Datish might become helpful in the recognition of the importance of conceptual 
modeling in any application domain or content. The ultimate success of the Datish project may 
not be in the language itself, but in fostering the dialog within the conceptual modeling 
community on universal and inclusive modeling.  
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